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What's great about the ESE audio player is that it's newt and easy to use. While it's true, that
other players may be more full featured and give you more flexibility, I often find that the
sound quality of the SACD's I've loaded onto my PC in Sound Forge are always greater. I

have an AURORA P7 headphone amp that is used with the ESE player and the headphone
outputs are crisp and clean with excellent detail and bass, plus high dynamic range. The USB

connection is maintained even when headphones are not attached. However, both the
AURORA and ESE components are AC power supplies. While I don't think that it makes much

difference, I prefer using the computer's power supply. Let's just say that if I want to plug
into an analog source, I plug into my DAC box. I have yet to find a reason to use the

computer's power supply with my PC DAC or headphone amp. Also I have a USB keyboard,
but find that to be a bit more subtle sounding than the computer's own keystrokes. So with

the computer being a workhorse for my setup, I hook it up to the speaker system and sit
back, and enjoy everything. The ESE player has both DSD and PCM mixable formats. Just
grab the SACD to PCM converter and play with that, and voilà, in a matter of seconds, the

PCM component of the SACD mix is converted to DSD. Of course, there are lossy conversions
to PCM on some discs, so that wasn't exactly my goal. I prefer to leave the original SACD

untouched and just convert the PCM to DSD to achieve the full effect. This project is great for
practicing volume control and working with the larger dynamic range, as well as learning my

way around the DSD DSD-to-PCM converter within the ESE player. In addition, I will even
make full use of the DSD layer when I really want to record my playing for later study.
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Into the Mist is the second album to be released on Blue Coast Records, and well explore the
previous album Signature - Solo here too. I received both as Hybrid SACDs which contain a

CD layer and of course a SACD stereo DSD layer which is what Ill write about here. These are
both solo piano releases, performed on a seven foot 1885 Steinway grand piano. Much of the

secret sauce to the sound quality can be attributed to both microphone selection and
placement, but surely the signal path and ESE proprietary process adds the magic that

defines these incredible audiophile recordings. DSD stands for Direct Stream Digital. It was
originally developed for the purpose of archiving analog master tapes. It generally has a bit-
depth of 1-bit, and a sampling rate of 2.8224 MHz, which is 64 times the sampling rate of CD

Audio at 44.1 kHz, and as such is often referred to as DSD64. DSD64 is the most common
variant of the format, but there are also DSD128 and DSD256 variants available, in which the
sample rate is either doubled or quadrupled, respectively. When Super Audio CD (SACD) was
introduced, DSD became widely available to consumers as it was chosen to be the encoding
format for SACD. * DSD files recorded by industry professionals for SACD release will be fully
and faithfully reproduced by any playback software. If you know the artist and the recording

engineers' track set up, you can recreate it. With the new high end audio equipment, you can
even place your headphones where the engineer set up their mics and speakers, and hear

the artist and engineer as they heard it. This is why we suggest getting a SACD player.
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